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THE CODE OF THE PLATFORM

Abstract
Digital platform-based businesses such as Uber, eBay, and Google have become ubiquitous in
our daily lives. They have done so by expertly harnessing technology to bring supply and
demand side users together for commercial and social exchange. Users are happy to let these
platform companies play “matchmaker” because transaction costs are lowered—it is easier to
find or give a ride, buy or sell a product, or obtain almost any kind of information than ever
before—and platforms are happy to be at the center of the exchange, taking advantage of
network effects to grow wildly successful. Despite that success, however, there is an increasing
unease with the methods that platforms use to sustain their multi-sided markets—namely, users
question whether they are being manipulated by some of their favorite companies. This Article
offers a first-of-its kind analysis into both the legality and ethicality of platform companies,
specifically their use of technologically enhanced behavioral science to mediate user
transactions. After providing a more complete descriptive account of how platform companies
operate and succeed than is available in the current literature, including an in-depth analysis of
the choice architecture platforms employ to structure almost every decision made on the
platform, the Article evaluates whether platforms manipulate users. Various activities of
platform companies are assessed and charted on a platform manipulation matrix as part of an
integrated framework that evaluates the autonomy costs platforms impose upon users. Once
done, it becomes clear that much of what platforms do is indeed manipulative; yet much is also
beneficial to users and companies alike. The Article then offers a path forward, an ethical code
to be used by platforms, users, and regulators aimed at reducing manipulative practices—a new
Code of the Platform.
****
Introduction
Much of modern life is spent on a platform. If you have hailed a ride, booked a room,
ordered takeout, or had your dog walked, you were likely on one. If you tweeted something,
liked something, or bought something, you may have been too. And if you searched for anything
on the Internet, you were definitely on one. That is because platforms—or more accurately,
digital platform-based businesses—are hard to avoid these days. 1 Platform companies such as
Uber, eBay, Facebook, and Google are ubiquitous in our daily lives because they act as
“matchmakers” between supply and demand side users in commercial and social transactions. 2
Their omnipresence comes from their ability to effectively harness technology to facilitate a
multi-sided value exchange, with the platform at the center. 3
1

Throughout this Article we use the terms “platforms” and “platform companies” interchangeably to identify
platform-based businesses. We use the term “platform” when describing a digital space in which two or more users
on opposite sides of a social or economic transaction interact.
2
DAVID S. EVANS & RICHARD SCHMALENSEE, MATCHMAKERS: THE NEW ECONOMICS OF MULTISIDED PLATFORMS
(2016).
3
Sangeet Paul
Choudary, Why Business Models Fail: Pipes vs. Platforms, WIRED,
https://www.wired.com/insights/2013/10/why-business-models-fail-pipes-vs-platforms/ (last visited Feb. 9, 2019)
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The unique capability of platform companies to mediate many of our daily interactions
has made some platforms spectacularly successful. The list above includes a few of the largest
and most well-known companies in the world, ones that many of us would deem indispensable. 4
Indeed, the combined market capitalization of the top twenty platform companies is roughly $6
trillion, more than a quarter of the size of the U.S. economy.5 And the number, value, and
importance of platforms is growing. According to a recent study, there are now 176 platform
companies each with a value of over $1 billion (some have topped $1 trillion in value), spanning
twenty-two countries and public and private ownership models. 6 Platforms also make up some
of the fastest growing companies within the tech sector. 7 For every Amazon and Apple, there
are hundreds, maybe thousands, more platforms across the world vying to connect homebuyers
with mortgages (Morty), neighbors with rental goods (Fat Lama), or cannabis industry workers
with dispensaries and grow houses (Vangst).8 These numbers will only increase; last year, a
quarter of a billion people came online for the first time, adding to the already more than three
billion platform users.9
That so many users are drawn to platforms is no surprise. Platforms create convenient
ways for people to come together and exchange goods, services, and information. In economic
terms, platforms create a “participative infrastructure” that encourages users to interact, which
then reduces transaction costs and minimizes information asymmetries, thereby facilitating
exchange and creating economic value. 10 As users increase, so do network effects—the
phenomenon whereby a product or service gains additional value as more people use it—making
the platform more attractive to new users and more difficult for existing users to leave.11 This
(explaining that what separates platforms from traditional linear business models is that “users (producers) can
create value on the platform for other users (consumers) to consume . . . a massive shift from any form of business
we have ever known”).
4
Facebook and Google (via its parent company, Alphabet) are Fortune 100 companies, as are Amazon, Apple, and
Microsoft, which are also platforms. See Fortune 500, FORTUNE, http://fortune.com/fortune500/list/ (last visited
Feb. 9, 2019).
5
Jeff Desjardins, Tech’s 20 Largest Companies Are Based in 2 Countries, BUSINESS INSIDER (July 9, 2018, 7:30
AM), https://www.businessinsider.com/techs-20-largest-companies-are-based-in-2-countries-2018-7.
6
Peter C. Evans & Annabelle Gawer, The Ride of the Platform Enterprise: A Global Survey, CTR. FOR GLOBAL
ENTER., 10, 14 (2016), https://www.thecge.net/app/uploads/2016/01/PDF-WEB-Platform-Survey_01_12.pdf.
7
For example, GrubHub, the food delivery platform that services 50,000 restaurants in the U.S., had average sales
growth above 50 percent in 2017. Alex Konrad, Meet the Fastest Growing Public Tech Companies In 2017,
FORBES (May 3, 2017), https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexkonrad/2017/05/23/fastest-growing-public-techcompanies-in-2017/#46fcdf111ea7.
8
This is especially true in China. KAI-FU LEE, AI SUPER-POWERS: CHINA, SILICON VALLEY, AND THE NEW WORLD
ORDER (2018). See Joanna Glasner, Startups Are (Still) Making Weird Name Choices, TECHCRUNCH,
https://techcrunch.com/2018/02/10/startups-are-still-making-weird-name-choices/; Courtney Connley, Meet the 24year-old Founder Behind the Career Site for Cannabis Jobs, CNBC (Oct. 18, 2017, 11:18 AM),
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/10/18/meet-the-24-year-old-founder-behind-the-career-site-for-cannabis-jobs.html.
9
Simon Kemp, Digital In 2018: World’s Internet Users Pass the 4 Billion Mark, WE ARE SOCIAL (Jan. 30, 2018),
https://wearesocial.com/blog/2018/01/global-digital-report-2018. And that three billion number relates only to
social media platform users; total platform users are much higher.
10
Sangeet Paul Choudary, The Architecture of Digital Labour Platforms: Policy Recommendations on Platform
Design for Worker Well-Being, INT’L LABOR ORG. 1—2 (2018), https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/--dgreports/---cabinet/documents/publication/wcms_630603.pdf.
11
See David S. Evans, Antitrust Issues Raised by the Emerging Global Internet Economy, 102 NW. U.L. REV. 1987,
1995 (2008) (explaining network effects as follows: the “value that a customer on one side realizes from the
platform increases with the number of customers on the other side”). See also Michael L. Katz & Carl Shapiro,
Systems Competition and Network Effects, 8 J. ECON. PERSP. 93 (1994).
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propels successful platform companies toward monopolies, which is “intoxicating to investors”
and leads to additional cycles of investment, growth, and success. 12 Some have called platforms
the perfect business model.13
Despite these positives, however, platforms are beginning to face criticism. Recent
public outcry concerning data breaches at Uber, LinkedIn, and TicketFly is one example. 14
Congressional inquiry into election meddling through social media platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter is another. 15 And a third is growing discord among platform company employees
over working for distasteful clients, most notably occurring at Google. 16
While these scandals are significant and may impact the future operation and regulation
of platforms in important ways, they have also obscured a more fundamental concern, one that is
broader than itinerant wrongdoing and that goes to the heart of all platform-based business
models: whether platforms are manipulative to users. Put more formally, are platform
companies imposing impermissible costs on user autonomy through the multi-sided markets they
have created and fostered? And if they are, what can and should be done about it, legally and
ethically?
This Article takes up these critical questions, but from a viewpoint that is novel in the
business and legal literature.17 First, it provides a more complete descriptive account of
platforms than is currently available. It begins with an analysis of platforms as mediators
between supply and demand side users, explaining how platform companies emerge, grow, and
become monopolistic via network effects. But the Article also includes a discussion of an
additional demand side user that platforms mediate: regulators. While the role of regulators has
been discussed largely as exogenous to platform operation, it is more properly conceptualized as
endogenous to multi-sided markets—avoiding regulation is inherent in the design and operation
of platforms, which includes mediating regulators to take advantage of market failures. 18 Also
12

John Herman, Platform Companies Are Becoming More Powerful—but What Exactly Do They Want?, N.Y.
TIMES MAG., Mar. 21, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/21/magazine/platform-companies-are-becomingmore-powerful-but-what-exactly-do-they-want.html; Gregory Day & Abbey Stemler, Supracompetitive Privacy
(forthcoming, 2019) (paper on file with authors).
13
The term “holy grail” is often invoked. See e.g., Tim Rettig, Membership Platforms: The Holy Grail of Online
Business?, MEDIUM (Aug. 3, 2018), https://medium.com/swlh/membership-platforms-the-holy-grail-of-onlinebusiness-77f3a5888c25. See also Herman, supra note 12 (reporting that platforms have been the “subject of
rapturous popular business writing”).
14
Jade Scipioni, A List of the Biggest Data Leaks, FOX BUS. (Nov. 30, 2018),
https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/a-list-of-the-biggest-data-leaks.
15
Harry Zahn & Joshua Barajas, What We Learned — and Still Don’t Know — from Senate Reports on Russian
Election Propaganda, PBS NEWSHOUR (Dec. 19, 2018, 5:47 PM), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/what-welearned-and-still-dont-know-from-senate-reports-on-russian-election-propaganda.
16
See Brittany De Lea, Google Code of Ethics on Military Contracts Could Hinder Pentagon Work, FOX NEWS
(Apr. 13, 2018), https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/google-code-of-ethics-on-military-contracts-could-hinderpentagon-work (describing how more than 3,000 employees signed a petition protesting Project Maven, an artificial
intelligence program to support government drones).
17
While digital market manipulation in the sharing economy has been the subject of some scholarly attention, see
e.g., Ryan Calo & Alex Rosenblat, The Taking Economy: Uber, Information, and Power, 117 COLUM. L. REV. 1623
(2017); Ryan Calo, Digital Market Manipulation, 82 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 995 (2014), as has legal violations
committed by platform companies, see Orly Lobel, The Law of the Platform, 101 MINN. L. REV. 87 (2016), this
Article engages in a broader analysis that encompasses all platform companies and assesses manipulation from a
legal and ethical lens. We do, however, draw direct inspiration from Lobel’s piece regarding this Article’s title.
18
See Abbey Stemler, The Myth of the Sharing Economy and Its Implications for Regulating Innovation, 67 EMORY
L.J. 101 (2017) [hereinafter, Myth]; Abbey Stemler, Feedback Loop Failure: Implications for the Self-Regulation of
the Sharing Economy, 18 MINN J.L. SCI. TECH. 673 (2017).
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critical to this discussion is how platform companies use technology to deliver the powerful tools
of behavioral science to various users, structuring the way in which those users make almost
every choice on the platform. Platforms are not only “nudging” their users to engage in
transactions that are beneficial to the company, they have progressed to engineering inputs to
users so as to almost guarantee the outputs—the “response, behavior, [and] beliefs” of anyone
using the platform.19
Second, this Article engages in the difficult task of evaluating whether the structure of
platforms and the behavioral tools they use are manipulative to users. Employing an integrated
framework centered around the costs to users’ autonomy, various actions by platform companies
are assessed and charted on a platform manipulation matrix. This exercise serves two functions.
One is that it provides a principled framework by which all stakeholders—platform companies,
supply and demand side users, regulators, and the public—can assess the manipulative effects of
platform operations. Based on this analysis, the Article finds that much of what platforms do is
indeed manipulative to users, on all sides of the mediated transaction. Platform companies,
through an increasingly sophisticated nexus of computing and behavioral science technology, are
able to influence users to act against their long-term interests, often without users’ knowledge.
This imposes an impermissible cost on user autonomy in violation of accepted ethical standards.
Yet this Article also recognizes that some platform operations that nudge users’ decisions
are not only benign, but welfare-enhancing for those users and therefore should be allowed, if
not encouraged. 20 Thus, situating platform company actions on a manipulation matrix serves the
second function of highlighting autonomy cost outliers, i.e., those actions imposing significant
costs to one’s agency that many stakeholders would deem problematic. These actions are most
ripe for inspection, intervention, and elimination, either through governmental or private
regulation.
Third, this Article offers a reasoned path forward for those stakeholders committed to
reducing platform manipulation, including platform companies themselves. It begins with a
discussion of the current legal and regulatory landscape applicable to platforms. After
recognizing the severe practical limitations here, the Article turns to a more promising route: an
ethical code applicable to platform companies. Incorporating ethical principles gleaned from the
behavioral science and technology communities, this Article provides the first ethical code of its
kind targeted specifically at reducing manipulation of platform users.
Our straightforward code, which platform companies have a self-interest in adopting,
serves as a starting point and guide for anyone—from corporations to the public—considering
platform regulation. While platform companies often facilitate desired, value-creating exchange
among users, they also possess unprecedented tools of manipulation. It is the prospect of this
very real harm to billions of platforms users that requires a new Code of the Platform.
I.

The Composition of Platforms

Throughout human history, platforms have helped people connect. From farmers’
markets to newspaper classified ads, any real or virtual space that facilitates transactions is a
19
Brett Frischmann & Deven Desai, The Promise and Peril of Personalization, CTR. INTERNET TECH. (Nov. 29,
2018), http://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/blog/2018/11/promise-and-peril-personalization.
20
See e.g., RICHARD H. THALER & CASS R. SUNSTEIN, NUDGE: IMPROVING DECISIONS ABOUT HEALTH, WEALTH,
AND HAPPINESS 6 (2008) (describing a nudge as “any aspect of choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a
predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives”).
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platform. The Internet, however, has created new platform dynamics. Fueled by ubiquitous and
high-speed broadband, GPS technology, cloud computing, and sophisticated algorithms,
innovative digital platforms have transformed our everyday lives. 21 They provide information at
our fingertips, help us navigate the world, and influence us in ways we are just beginning to
understand.
A. Platforms as Facilitators
Most modern digital-based platform companies utilize a simple but highly effective
business model: they generate revenue by using technology to facilitate transactions among
users. With Google it is between advertisers and searchers; with Uber it is between drivers and
riders; and with Airbnb it is between hosts and guests.
Platform revenue streams largely come from fees for facilitating transactions between
those users (e.g., Uber, Airbnb) or providing one group of users access to another group (e.g.,
Google, Facebook). 22 It follows then, that to both generate transactions and revenue, platforms
must attract and retain users. This is done through traditional means—creating a product that
people want to use—but also through network effects, a phenomenon that causes a product or
service to gain additional value as more people use it. 23
The first way that platforms attract users to facilitate transactions is the most intuitive—
they design a website or app that reduces search costs associated with negotiation, marketing, or
payment processing. 24 While it sounds simple, this type of facilitating function can be crucial
for an efficient marketplace. When parties interested in transacting cannot easily find one
another to exchange goods and services, it disrupts the desirability of a particular market. 25
By way of example, remember life before eBay? If a person sought a rare used item,
they would have to scour the newspapers, local flea markets, or antique shops in hope of finding
the item, then negotiate the sale in person, hoping the item lived up to the seller’s promises. At
each step there were transaction costs lessening the likelihood of a value-creating exchange. But
eBay’s digital platform reduces those burdens, and at an unprecedented scale. 26 Now millions of
buyers can find, review, and purchase items on their phones, using the platform’s rating system
and payment features to ensure a smooth and less costly transaction with sellers. eBay exacts a
fee on each exchange and everyone—buyer, seller, and the company—is happy. 27
The second way platforms attract users is less intuitive, but more important in terms of
growth and dominance: network effects. At their most basic level, network effects occur when
platforms reach a critical mass of users, thereby making the platform more desirable for each
21

Lobel, supra note 17, at 94.
Kaleigh Rogers, Let’s Talk About Mark Zuckerberg’s Claim that Facebook 'Doesn’t Sell Data', MOTHERBOARD
(Apr. 22, 2018, 11:12 AM), https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/8xkdz4/does-facebook-sell-data.
23
See, Stephen P. Borgatti et al., Network Analysis in the Social Sciences, 323 SCI. 892, 892–93 (2009).
24
See Harold Demsetz, The Cost of Transacting, 82 Q.J. ECON. 33, 35 (1968) (empirical study of transaction costs
at the New York Stock Exchange). A transaction cost is defined as a cost in making any economic trade when
participating in a market. Id. See also EVANS & SCHMALENSEE, supra note 2, at 15, 77. (discussing how platforms
facilitate transactions).
25
Id.
26
Daniel Houser & John Wooders, Reputation in Auctions: Theory, and Evidence from eBay, 15 J. ECON. & MGMT.
STRATEGY 353, 353 (2006) (describing how the Internet has dramatically lowered the costs of organizing markets
and eBay’s role in that via reputation rankings).
27
See R.H. Coase, The Nature of the Firm, 4 ECONOMICA 387 (1937) (asserting that the purpose of firms is to
reduce transaction costs).
22
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additional user that joins.28 The more people that use Instagram, the more people will want to
use Instagram because there will be more content on the platform for everyone to view.
While powerful, this is just one aspect of network effects. Studies have shown that when
networks not only have many users participating, but also more groups on each side of the
transaction, additional positive externalities arise. This means that the more individual users
who join Instagram, all of us scrolling through pictures are better off, but so too are the
advertisers who utilize the platform.29 Because all sides of a transaction benefit as the network
grows, network effects create inertia that furthers the platform’s size and popularity. 30 Which of
course creates more transactions for the platform company’s benefit. 31
Relatedly, if a platform company achieves a critical mass and network effects occur, it
can make revenues quickly at very low marginal cost. 32 Airbnb provides a good example. The
company’s product is a digital platform connecting renters and hosts, and it receives a percentage
of each transaction. But because the costs of maintaining the platform do not increase at the
same rate as the number of users (unlike with most manufactured goods), it can generate many
additional fees without a significant amount of additional work or cost. This is why in 2017,
Airbnb was able to make $2.6 billion in revenue with 3,100 employees, 33 while Hyatt Hotels
made its $4.4 billion in revenue but required over 31 times the workforce. 34 Generating more
revenue for less cost than a competitor provides a significant market advantage. 35
In addition to the “standard” network effects explained above, platforms also attract and
28

See Michael L. Katz & Carl Shapiro, Network Externalities, Competition, and Compatibility, 75 AM. ECON. REV.
423 (1985); Arun Sundararajan, Network Effects (2006), http://oz.stern.nyu.edu/io/network.html (last visited Apr. 2,
2018).
29
Justus Haucap & Ulrich Heimeshoff, Google, Facebook, Amazon eBay: Is the Internet Driving Competition or
Market Monopolization?, DICE Discussion Paper, No. 83 (Jan. 2013); EVANS & SCHMALENSEE, supra note 2.
30
See Matthew Rosenberg, Nicholas Confessore & Carole Cadwalladr, How Trump Consultants Exploited the
TIMES
(Mar.
17,
2018),
Facebook
Data
of
Millions,
N.Y.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/17/us/politics/cambridge-analytica-trump-campaign.html. But see FRANK
PASQUALE, THE BLACK BOX SOCIETY: THE SECRET ALGORITHMS THAT CONTROL MONEY AND INFORMATION
(2015).
31
Consider Facebook, which has over a billion users and droves of advertisers. An upstart competitor is unable to
offer potential users the same ability to connect with (or market to) friends, family, and strangers. As a result,
Facebook’s network advantage creates and reinforces its market power. We do not claim, however, that is
impossible for competition to enter into the marketplace (see, e.g., Facebook versus MySpace, and Ask Jeeves!
versus Google), only that it is unlikely for them to be successful. Stuart Dredge, MySpace- What Went Wrong: “The
(Mar.
6,
2015,
4:04
AM),
Site
Was
a
Massive
Spaghetti-Ball
Mess,”
GUARDIAN
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/06/myspace-what-went-wrong-sean-percival-spotify;
Kevin
Ryan, The Long, Sad Story of Ask.com, ADAGE (Nov. 12, 2012), https://adage.com/article/digitalnext/long-sadstory-jeeves/147091/.
32
Diane Coyle, Digital Platforms Force a Rethink in Competition Theory, FINANCIAL TIMES (Aug. 17, 2017),
https://www.ft.com/content/9dc80408-81e1-11e7-94e2-c5b903247afd.
Marginal cost is the cost added by
producing one additional unit of a product or service.
33
Olivia Zaleski, Inside Airbnb’s Battle to Stay Private, Bloomberg (Feb. 6, 2017; 3:24 PM),
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-06/inside-airbnb-s-battle-to-stay-private; Craig Smith, 100
Amazing Airbnb Statistics, DMR (March 31, 2018), https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/airbnb-statistics/.
34
Hyatt Hotels Corporation (2018), http://reviews.greatplacetowork.com/hyatt-hotels-corporation (last visited April
12, 2018) (explaining that Hyatt has over 97,000 employees).
35
None of this is destined, of course. If a platform builds a userbase too quickly, it is possible the platform may
deteriorate. See Justus Haucap & Ulrich Heimeshoff, Google, Facebook, Amazon, eBay: Is the Internet Driving
Competition or Market Monopolization 6 (Düsseldorf Institute for Competition Economics No. 83 2013),
http://www.dice.hhu.de/fileadmin/redaktion/Fakultaeten/Wirtschaftswissenschaftliche_Fakultaet/DICE/Discussion_
Paper/083_Haucap_Heimeshoff.pdf.
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retain users by taking advantage of “data network effects.” 36 This occurs
when your product, generally powered by machine learning, becomes
smarter as it gets more data from your users. In other words: the more users use
your product, the more data they contribute; the more data they contribute, the
smarter your product becomes (which can mean anything from core performance
improvements to predictions, recommendations, personalization, etc.); the smarter
your product is, the better it serves your users and the more likely they are to come
back often and contribute more data—and so on and so forth. 37
One of the reasons users come to a platform initially is because it offers a useful and
intuitive interface. This is paramount because if a platform is clunky, slow, or difficult to
navigate, users will get frustrated and fail to fully appreciate the reduction in transaction costs,
which will swiftly cause the platform to collapse.38 Design choices for these interfaces are not
made by chance, however. Platform companies rely on sophisticated algorithms aimed at
engaging users, and these algorithms live on data. The more data a platform receives, the more
machine learning can help programmers distill useful insights, including how to make the
platform more appealing and gain more users. Over time, platform companies taking advantage
of network effects—standard and data—to create products that become “deeply and increasingly
entrenched,” as no other platform can serve users as well. 39
B. Dominant Platforms
By creating intuitive and useful interfaces that reduce transaction costs, and by taking
advantage of network effects, platforms have become unparalleled facilitators—matching
billions of users and smoothing their interactions. But a few platform companies have become
something more. They have become dominant, reaching an unprecedented scale in terms of
economic and social impact. 40 The three companies described below are ones that many of us
could not imagine living without, and they serve as exemplars of the capabilities of platforms.41
Google. Ninety percent of the world’s Internet searches are facilitated via a Googlecontrolled portal. 42 Economically, it is one of the most successful companies in the world with

36

Matt Turck, The Power of Data Network Effects, MATTTURCK.COM (Jan. 1, 2016), http://mattturck.
com/2016/01/04/the-power-of-data-network-effects.
37
Id.
38
Mark Bonchek and Sangeet Paul Choudary describe this as “flow,” or “how well the platform fosters the
exchange and co-creation of value.” Three Elements of a Successful Platform Strategy, HARVARD BUS. REV. (2013),
https://hbr.org/2013/01/three-elements-of-a-successful-platform.
39
Turck, supra note 36.
40
The unprecedented ability to create and grow markets at exceptional speed is characterized as “supercharging.”
This is enabled by powerful computer chips, the Internet, broadband, and modern programming languages. As a
result, one or two platforms will emerge in each modality, many of which will eventually go public. See EVANS &
SCHMALENSEE, supra note 2, at 40-45.
41
Which of course makes potential manipulation by these platforms and ones like them all the more concerning.
42
Greg Ip, The Antitrust Case Against Facebook, Google and Amazon (Jan. 16, 2018, 11:52 AM),
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-antitrust-case-against-facebook-google-amazon-and-apple-1516121561.
For a
brief history of Google’s development, see generally John Battelle, The Birth of Google, WIRED (Aug. 01, 2005),
https://www.wired.com/2005/08/battelle/ (describing the origin of the PageRank algorithm).
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profits topping $20 billion per year.43 Its revenue comes from connecting advertisers with
consumers through highly efficient targeting. This targeting is made possible by the massive
amounts of data Google collects from its on and offline products, the former of which includes
Google search, Google Assist, Gmail, and Google Maps, and the latter of which includes Nest,
Google Home, and Chromecast. 44
Uber. With a valuation in excess of $100 billion and a market share approaching 80
percent, Uber is a leader among ridesharing platforms. 45 While not the first ridesharing company,
Uber’s commitment to growth (sometimes compromising profits and compliance with the law to
do so) has resulted in its dominance. 46 Uber reduces transaction costs through its app, which
helps drivers and riders connect with one another. It also processes payments and maintains
reputation systems that puts pressure on both sets of users to interact appropriately and in good
faith. While Uber’s initial success was in ridesharing, it has quickly expanded its offerings in a
variety of directions, from the development of driverless cars to food delivery. In particular, its
food delivery service, Uber Eats, has become incredibly popular, quickly consuming firstmoving firms. 47
Airbnb. Similar to Uber’s model, Airbnb’s platform facilitates short term and informal
accommodations between hosts and guests. 48 Over the years it has seen exponential growth due
to both standard and data network effects—raising the number of rentals on its platform from
47,000 to 17 million in just five years.49 Beyond helping hosts and guests find one another, it
provides payment services, insurance, reputation systems, and dispute resolution services, among
other features.50
Google, Uber, and Airbnb are just three of a vast array of platform companies. 51 Yet,
they demonstrate what it is to be modern “titans of industry,” as they increase market share,
amass wealth, and squeeze or buy out competition. The intense speed at which they grow,
coupled with their ability to capture entire markets, results in extremely durable monopolies.
Users are left with little practical choice when considering competing platforms, if there are any.

43

SCOTT GALLOWAY, THE FOUR: THE HIDDEN DNA OF AMAZON, APPLE, FACEBOOK, AND GOOGLE 4 (2018).
Nikhil Dandekar also outlines five ways Google became dominant: its search speed, deep indexing, PageRank
algorithm, simple interface, and query-specific snippets. How Did Google Surpass All Other Search Engines,
MEDIUM (March 8, 2017), https://medium.com/@nikhilbd/how-did-google-surpass-all-the-other-search-engines8a9fddc68631.
45
GALLOWAY, supra note 43, at 30 (2018). Liz Hoffman, Greg Bensinger & Maureen Farrel, Uber Proposals Value
Company at $120 Billion in a Possible IPO (Oct. 16, 2018, 1:28 PM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/uber-proposalsvalue-company-at-120-billion-in-a-possible-ipo-1539690343?mod=hp_lead_pos1.
46
Eric Biber et al., Regulating Business Innovation as Policy Disruption: From the Model T to Airbnb, 70 VAND. L.
REV. 1561 (2017).
47
Ashley Sams, Uber Eats is Using AI to Surpass its Competitors (And It’s Working) (Oct. 3, 2018),
https://www.marketingaiinstitute.com/blog/uber-eats-artificial-intelligence.
48
CJ Arlotta, Airbnb Continues to Dominate Short-Term Rental Market, HOTEL BUS. (Feb. 3, 2017),
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49
Airbnb Summer Travel Report: 2015, AIRBNB 3 (Sept. 9, 2015), http://blog.atairbnb.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/09/Airbnb-Summer-Travel-Report-1.pdf.
50
Payment, AIRBNB, https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/92/when-am-i-charged-for-a-reservation (last visited Nov.
2, 2018); Reviews, AIRBNB, https://www.airbnb.com/help/topic/1137/reviews (last visited Nov. 2, 2018); Help,
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C. Platforms as Mediators
Dominant platforms are unmatched facilitators, that much is clear. But unlike traditional
platforms that allow transactions to occur in relative anonymity (think of the pre-eBay flea
market buyer), digital platforms possess a unique ability to mediate their users. The term
“mediate” describes how a platform identifies, observes, and ultimately influences almost every
choice a user makes when interacting on or with the platform.52
Exactly how platforms mediate users is described in detail below,53 but before moving to
the specifics, it is important to understand who exactly is being mediated. Typically, there are
two groups on a platform: supply and demand side users. 54 Supply side users sell or share a
service, good, or information (the Uber driver, for example); demand side users desire to acquire
that service, good, or information (the Uber rider). 55 Sellers and sharers comprise the supply
side of the equation, while demand side users can be broken into everyday consumers and
regulators.
While legal and business scholars do not often categorize regulators as demand side
users, this is an oversight.56 As explained below, avoiding regulation is inherent in most
platform company business models, and all three groups—sellers, buyers, and regulators—are
mediated by platforms.57
1. Supply Side Mediation
Once supply side users—Google’s advertisers or Airbnb’s hosts, for example—decide to
use a certain platform, they are digitally “locked-in.” That is, if they want to transact on the
platform, they must navigate the platform’s interface, which limits their ability to see
information, access certain features, and get a sense of how the platform is curating their
experience. For instance, Uber uses tactics to increase attention and desired behavior of its
supply side drivers. These game-like techniques keep drivers on the road. 58 Uber’s app will
connect drivers with their next fare before their previous fare is complete and alert them
whenever they attempt to log off that they are about to hit an arbitrary target. 59 These type of
interface design choices play into drivers’ tendencies to avoid losses, 60 over value objects or
rewards that are of limited availability,61 and repeat activities that follow irregular reward
52

Calo, supra note 17.
See Part II.B., infra.
54
These we recognize that their sometimes will be more than one side as is the case with sites like Facebook, which
connects users and advertisers, users with users, and users wishing to sell things and users wishing to buy things on
Facebook marketplace. EVANS & SCHMALENSEE, supra note 2.
55
Platform companies create two-sided or multi-sided marketplaces; sometimes services or things, especially usergenerated content, are shared for free (e.g., Facebook users sharing pictures with each other), and other times
services or things are bought and sold (e.g., Uber drivers selling rides to passengers). For our purposes, we focus
primarily on those transactions where users are buying and selling products or services.
56
See, e.g., Calo, supra note 17 (describing users as either supply or demand side, and not including regulators).
57
And as will be seen below, this subjects all to potential manipulation. See Part III.B., infra.
58
Eva Feng & Zhenyu Zhao, Building an Intelligent Experimentation Platform with Uber Engineering (May 4,
2017), https://eng.uber.com/experimentation-platform/.
59
Id.
60
Daniel Kahneman & Amos Tversky, Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision Under Risk, 47 ECONOMETRICA
263 (1979).
61
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patterns. 62 This example demonstrates how the design and build of a platform’s app or website
can influence supply side users’ behavior, the essence of a mediated user experience.
2. Demand Side Mediation
Platform companies also mediate their demand side users in a variety of ways. First, they
employ teams of behavioral, social, and data scientists to experiment on users and design
interfaces to maximize transactions and profitability.63 Airbnb, for example, can run multiple
experiments at the same time on millions of its demand side renters, observing and recording
every click, stare, and choice that is made on the company’s website or app. It can then use the
results of such experimentation to tweak the design of the interface—adding features, adjusting
text, improving graphics, etc.—to encourage more transactions. 64
Second, platforms can use individual and demographic data about demand side users to
modify design choices. This is possible because platforms’ views into the individual lives of
their users is surprisingly clear and deep, and it extends far beyond collecting data within the
platform’s app or website. With the use of cookies and background data collection, platforms
can record GPS coordinates, picture information, phone data, and more to gain insights into each
user’s patterns and preferences. 65 Uber, for example, can charge different rates based on how
loyal their users are (do they frequently toggle back and forth between Uber and Lyft?), the per
capita income of the neighborhood they are in, and whether or not they are using a company
account or an elite credit card to pay for their ride.66
In addition to these commonly thought of demand side users, regulators can also be
classified as part of this group. This is the case for two reasons. One is that regulators are also
members of the public who engage in many personal social and financial transactions. As such,
they come into contact with platforms all the time as users, hardly a surprising fact given how
difficult dominant platforms are to avoid in daily life.67 In addition, when regulators attempt to
understand various platforms in an official capacity (i.e., when they are considering current or
future regulation of platform companies), they most typically engage as demand side users. 68
Platforms, however, have a unique ability to mediate regulators as demand side users.
Because platforms can profile and identify users, they are able to adjust their interfaces to
mediate regulator interaction with the platform. This mediation can lead to changes in how
regulators perceive platform operations, including the dangers they present.
62

Ronald Lee, Peter Sturmey & Lanny Fields, Schedule-Induced and Operant Mechanisms That Influence Response
Variability: A Review and Implications for Future Investigations, 57 THE PSYCHOL. REC. 429 (2007).
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Noam Scheiber, How Uber Uses Psychological Tricks to Push Its Drivers’ Buttons, N.Y. Times (April 2, 2017),
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/04/02/technology/uber-drivers-psychological-tricks.html.
64
Jan Overgoor, Experiments at Airbnb, MEDIUM (May 27, 2014), https://medium.com/airbnbengineering/experiments-at-airbnb-e2db3abf39e7.
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See Kate Conger, Uber Responds to Report That It Tracked Devices After Its App Was Deleted, TECHCRUNCH
(April 23, 2017), https://techcrunch.com/2017/04/23/uber-responds-to-report-that-it-tracked-users-who-deleted-itsapp/.
66
Shankar Vedantam & Maggie Penman, This Is Your Brain on Uber, NPR (May 17, 2016; 12:01 AM),
https://www.npr.org/2016/05/17/478266839/this-is-your-brain-on-uber.
67
Kashmir Hill, Life Without the Tech Giants, GIZMODO (Jan. 22, 2019,11:45 PM) https://gizmodo.com/lifewithout-the-tech-giants-1830258056 (describing the difficulties she experienced as she tried to live life without
Facebook, Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Amazon).
68
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To understand this more completely, consider Uber’s recent Greyball scandal. In March
2017, The New York Times exposed a program designed by Uber that made drivers inaccessible
to regulators.69 Dubbed “Greyball” by the company, the program identified users who were
likely to be law enforcement officers based on their location, phone type, social media history,
and credit card data.70 When users were flagged as law enforcement by Uber’s algorithms, they
were Greyballed—meaning when the presumed law enforcement officers attempted to get an
Uber ride, they saw a law enforcement version of the app, populated with ghost cars.
Presumably, Greyball was intended to preclude sting operations in locations where regulators
were active by manipulating what those regulators saw. 71
This type of conduct—using asymmetries of information afforded by a platform interface
to avoid regulation—is seemingly an extreme example of mediation. But it is difficult to know
because regulators, and indeed the public, are constrained by the nature of platform design—
everyone except the company lacks insight into the true nature of the platforms’ conduct.
II.

The Conduct of the Platform

Platform companies posses an incredible ability to mediate all sides of the digital markets
they have constructed. But saying that platforms mediate users, even in potentially extreme
ways, does not fully explain what makes platforms so powerful. 72 To do that, one must delve
into the behavioral science at the heart of platform mediation. Once that is understood, which
includes understanding how platforms use technologically delivered choice architecture to
influence user decisions, the true conduct of platforms is revealed. This understanding will also
serve as the foundation to assess the question at the core of this Article: are platforms
manipulating their users?
A. Platforms Mediate Through Choice Architecture
The platform mediation examples above evidence a sophisticated use of “choice
architecture,” the environment in which choice is made. 73 When a choice is presented to a
person, how it is presented can have great impacts on their decision making. 74 That would make
the person or entity “responsib[le] for organizing the context in which people make decisions”
the “choice architect.” 75
Platform companies are unequivocally choice architects—and master ones at that—
because they conceive of and create the entire universe of choice experienced by their users. But
to appreciate how, we must start by considering the behavioral and cognitive science that
underlies choice architecture itself.

69

Id.
Id.
71
Id.
72
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73
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1. The Behavioral Science Underlying Choice Architecture
Behavioral science has a long history going back to the work of Max Weber, B.F.
Skinner, and others. 76 Over this history, researchers in behavioral psychology have come to
understand how systems of thinking and reasoning impact individual behavior. 77 Most recently,
this work has been advanced and strengthened principally by two groundbreaking psychologists:
Daniel Kahneman and Amos Trevrsky. 78 Kahneman and Trevrsky’s “dual system theory,”
which has been validated through numerous studies across disciplines, is considered one of the
great advancements in understanding how people make decisions when facing uncertainty. 79
Dual system theory explains that there are two separate cognitive systems underlying
reasoning and decision making. The intuitive, or System 1, process is “fast, automatic,
effortless, associative, and often emotionally charged.” 80 Because it operates by associative
memory, it is “governed by habit and therefore difficult to control or modify.” 81 This system of
thinking, sometimes called the Automatic System, often does not seem like thinking at all.82 The
reason is that a lot happens through System 1 all at once. The mind offers associations rapidly,
one idea being evoked after another, all linked effortlessly. 83 The speed and ease in which
System 1 operates means that “most of the work of associative thinking is silent, hidden from our
conscious selves.” 84 In fact, dual system theorists generally agree that the processes of System 1
are so “rapid, parallel and automatic” that “only their final product is posted in [our]
consciousness.” 85 Essentially, this type of cognition is instinctive, making behaviors feel as if
they are “innately programmed.”86
In contrast, System 2, or the reasoning process, operates much more slowly and
carefully.87 It is “serial, effortful, and deliberately controlled,” subject to logic and rules.88
76

See John Langton, The Behavioural Theory of Evolution and the Weber Thesis, 16 SOCIOLOGY 341, 343 (1982)
(discussing Max Weber’s reliance on behavioral psychology).
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See Jonathan St. B.T. Evans, In Two Minds: Dual-Process Accounts of Reasoning, 17 COG. SCI. 454, 454 (2003)
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The term “groundbreaking” is no hyperbole here. Kahneman, a psychologist, was awarded the Nobel Prize in
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(Alain Samson ed., 2016), http://www.behavioraleconomics.com/BEGuide2016.pdf. See also, YUVAL FELDMAN,
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System 2 thinking, also referred to as the Reflective System, is engaged when we use thought in
a highly organized manner; for example, when we solve a complex math problem, write a
paragraph, or consider pros and cons to make a tough decision. 89 Indeed, this system is able to
engage in abstract hypothetical thinking its counterpart cannot. 90 Not surprisingly, then, System
2 thinking requires significantly more cognitive load than System 1. 91 A person using their
System 2 process at “full tilt” can only do so for a very short time. 92 Yet this effort is worth it,
because System 2 is how we thoughtfully deal with new tasks when there are no easy
associations to make.93 Notably, this type of thinking is what gives us the feeling and
“experience of agency, autonomy, and volition,” 94 making System 2 thinking a “distinctly
human facility . . . of great importance.”95 The features of each thinking system are shown in
Table 1. 96

The above might seem to suggest that System 2 is the only valid way to make a decision.
After all, it is deductive and careful, capable of abstract reasoning, the opposite of its
counterpart. But that is not necessarily true. Because System 1 thinking is effortless and highly
efficient, it is suitable for making the vast majority of our routine decisions—imagine if we had
to make a deliberate choice for each one of our daily activities.97 And in fact, there is some
evidence that System 1 thinking can lead to better decisions even in non-routine contexts. 98
Richard F. West, Individual Differences in Reasoning: Implications for the Rationality Debate?, 23 BEHAV. &
BRAIN SCI. 645, 658 (2000).
88
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THALER & SUNSTEIN, supra note 20, at 20.
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Evans, supra note 77, at 454.
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Sunstein, supra note 87, at 206. Heightened cognitive load is likely a product of the brain sifting through working
memory, which is limited.
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KAHNEMAN, supra note 83, at 31.
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Id. at 36–37. Part of this process is by constructing mental models or simulations, i.e., hypothetical thinking.
Evans, supra note 77, at 454.
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Pelle Guldborg Hansen & Andreas Maaloe Jespersen, Nudge and the Manipulation of Choice: A Framework for
the Responsible Use of the Nudge Approach to Behaviour Change in Public Policy, 4 EUR. J. RISK REG. 3, 13
(2013); see also KAHNEMAN, supra note 83, at 21.
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Yet for most of our difficult and important decisions, particularly those we have not
encountered before, System 2 thinking is required to ensure a thoughtful, and likely more
accurate, outcome. 99 There is a problem, however. Because of the greater cognitive load
required to employ System 2, it is often supplanted by the less effortful System 1. This occurs
because when overall mental effort is limited, which it always is in some way, effortful mental
processes disrupt each other, while effortless ones “neither cause nor suffer much interference
when combined with other tasks.” 100 Thus, System 1 reactive thinking tends to proliferate
anytime we are under significant cognitive load.101
This last point hints at the actual versus the perceived relationship between our two
thinking systems. While most of us genuinely believe that we make decisions deliberately, the
research tells us otherwise—that can only be true for a small subset of our decisions. Anytime
our thinking is taxed by effort, rushed, or otherwise overwhelmed, we are susceptible to the
automatic system taking over.102 In other words, because the brain is continually offloading
decision making as it economizes mental processing, System 1 becomes the dominant mode of
thinking. This results in decisions, even when critically important, that are often subject to
error.103
It should come as no surprise, then, that which thinking system is activated can have
profound effects on decision making and behavior. 104 This is what choice architecture is all
about. By altering the context in which choice is made, we can alter the choice itself—and the
behavior that flows from it.
Take an example drawn from the public policy sphere. It turns out that enrolling in a
401(k) plan is an obstacle for many Americans, who on the whole do not save enough for
retirement.105 Roughly thirty percent of eligible employees fail to enroll in their company’s
401(k) plans. 106 Behavioral economics researchers studying the problem found that the default
enrollment provisions for many 401(k) plans were “opt-in,” meaning that employees had to fill
out forms and make complicated investment choices to begin saving.107 Because these tasks
Improved?, 4 PERSPECTIVES PSYCHOL. SCI. 379, 380 (2009) (listing studies finding System 1 thinking to be superior,
including in some business situations and when making some emotional choices).
99
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100
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101
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102
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were “a headache . . . many employees just put them aside.” 108 The choice architecture, the
context in which the enrollment choice was being made, was not conducive to saving.
To put this in terms of dual system theory, for the vast majority of employees who failed
to enroll in a savings plan, their System 1 thinking was dominant when confronted with the
decision to enroll. Employees reacted to the prospect of opting in by ignoring the decision or
delaying it. Essentially, their reflective system was already overtaxed or became so when
considering the enrollment process, and so the decision was left to the automatic system.
Unfortunately, enrolling in a 401(k) is a task that requires a System 2 mind to complete. 109
So researchers changed the choice architecture. They altered 401(k) plans’ enrollment
provisions to make them “opt-out”; employees were automatically enrolled and could only elect
to stop saving by filling out a form.110 Under this regime, enrollment rates skyrocketed, up to 98
percent in some cases. 111 Switching the enrollment regime—flipping the default—allowed
System 1 thinking, which was already automatically engaged and dominant in the decision, to
help employees save. In fact, a System 2 override was now required to not save for retirement.
Structuring choice in this manner helped employees to make the optimal savings decision, one
that increased their welfare long-term.
2. Choice Architecture’s Primary Tool—The Nudge
Although the concept of choice architecture has been around for many years, 112 it did not
gain widespread acceptance until the 2008 publication of Nudge: Improving Decisions About
Health, Wealth and Happiness by behavioral economist Richard Thaler and legal scholar Cass
Sunstein. 113 In what quickly became a bestseller, Thaler and Sunstein made the affirmative case
for using choice architecture to alter individual behavior.114 They argued that deliberately
structuring choice could help people make better decisions and cure irrational biases, benefiting
themselves and society in the process. 115 Thaler and Sunstein encouraged choice architects,
particularly in the public policy realm, to frame choice in a manner that “alters people’s behavior
in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic
incentives.” 116 They labeled these devices nudges. 117
The term “nudge” has entered the popular lexicon since the publishing of Thaler and
Sunstein’s book, and now serves as a blanket term for many aspects of choice architecture. 118
But as originally conceptualized, a nudge possesses three necessary attributes. First, a nudge has
108
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to preserve freedom of choice. As Sunstein puts it, “[i]f an intervention imposes significant
material costs on choosers, it might of course be justified but it is not a nudge.”119 Thus, bans
and mandates are not nudges, nor are many other familiar legal and regulatory tools like
subsidies, taxes, fines, or criminal penalties.120 In order to be a true nudge, a choice intervention
must “allow [individuals] to go their own way.”121 What is left for choice architects intent on
changing behavior are reminders, warnings, prompts, anchors, frames, and default rules. 122
Second, nudges must increase the welfare of the people subject to them. Thaler and
Sunstein are not Pollyannaish here; they understand that nudging may be used to do harm.123
But under their conception, an intrinsic quality of a nudge is that it intends to do good and not be
“employed to sway people to make bad decisions they will later regret.” 124 This is achieved by
choice architects designing nudges that help people make the decisions they otherwise would if
they were to “pa[y] full attention and possess[] complete information, unlimited cognitive
abilities, and complete self-control.” 125 Put another way, nudges should aid individuals in
becoming more rational decision makers, thereby aligning their choices with their long-term selfinterests. 126
The concept of nudging, then, can best be encapsulated as follows:
Nudges are simple interventions designed to promote desirable choices . . .
by taking advantage of psychology . . . [including] a growing list of mental
shortcuts, cognitive biases, and psychological quirks that subconsciously
influence, and often sabotage, our decisions. Nudges are designed to either
harness or neutralize these tendencies, and help us make better decisions, by
subtly altering the decision-making process or the mental context in which the
decision is made. 127
Before moving on, one critical point remains: who determines what is a desirable choice
or a better decision, and by what measure? While some believe this fundamental question has
119
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not been adequately answered,128 Thaler and Sunstein attempt to preempt it altogether by
defining nudges as interventions that influence choices to make individuals better off “as judged
by themselves.” 129 This standard, they argue, coupled with the ease in which nudges can be
avoided, makes nudges autonomy respecting.130
Choice architecture that fails to conform to these standards might be characterized as
“sludge.” 131 This is the use of behavioral science tools to “muck[] things up and make[] wise
decision-making and prosocial activity more difficult.” 132 Sludge can take the forms of nudging
people in a way that discourages behavior that is in their best interests or nudging to encourage
“self-defeating behavior.” 133
For example, in the public policy space, Thaler cites the IRS’s requirement that taxpayers
fill out a lengthy form to claim the earned income tax credit, despite the agency already having
the necessary information to automatically provide the credit. 134 This step results in many
eligible taxpayers failing to get a tax break that Congress intended as a way to help the working
poor. In the private sector, sludge is present when firms “encourage buyers to order [goods] to
maximize profits rather than improve the buyer’s welfare.” 135 One common example is when a
store induces a purchase by offering a rebate, but requires a complicated procedure to collect it
(e.g., mailing in a form, a copy of the receipt, and the bar code from the package 136), causing the
consumer to give up before claiming what is ultimately only an “illusion of a rebate.”137 Thaler
calls these type of activities “nudging for evil.”138
B. Platforms Are Sophisticated Choice Architects
With that background, let us turn to how platform companies use choice architecture to
nudge mediated users. Nowhere has nudging been embraced more than among platform
companies. 139 Be it a function of mission, technological prowess, or fortuitous timing, platforms
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have incorporated this behavioral tool in almost all aspects of their business models. 140
The following provides a series of examples drawn from the platforms described in Part
I.B., giving an insight into how technologically-amplified choice architecture is inherent to user
mediation. While there are dozens of available examples, only one or two are highlighted for
each platform.
1. Google
Supply side: Essential to many supply side users’ success in reaching demand side
customers is their search rank on Google. This is the placement of a website in Google’s search
results when users type in certain words or phrases (e.g., “single speed bike” or “top restaurants
in Chicago”). 141 Because only six percent of all clicks on Google come from the second page of
search results, search rank—getting on the first page—is critical for advertisers. 142 However,
Google refuses to reveal many of the key inputs its algorithms use to rank websites. It therefore
constrains how supply side users can use the platform to get their results to the top of the
platform’s lists. 143
Relatedly, Google has been accused of burying competitors in its search results. 144 For
example, Kayak.com asserted that Google lowered Kayak’s placement in favor of its own travel
services, despite Kayak’s popularity, which presumably would drive links to the company’s
site. 145 By contrast, when Google wants advertisers to pay more for local user traffic,146 it
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intentionally drives down its own review pages (similar to TripAdvisor or Yelp) to increase
revenue from local advertisers.147 Since advertisers have little say about how Google ranks
them, they must try to play Google’s game through its interfaces to “optimize” their search
results and reduce costs at the same time. In this way, Google is nudging, rather forcefully, how
its supply side users interact with the platform, often in a non-transparent manner.
Demand side: On its web-based email service, Gmail, Google nudges users to respond to
certain emails that its artificial intelligence algorithms deem important. 148 To do this, Google
scans user emails for those that likely warrant a response and pushes them to the top of users’
email queues. Next to the emails’ subject lines, Google asks whether or not the user would like
to respond.149 Google does this, presumably, because it wants to make Gmail more userfriendly, which will in turn make Gmail users more loyal to the platform. This loyalty improves
Google’s data advantage and allows for better profiling and efficient access for marketers. This
is a classic reminder-type nudge, and it is also highly transparent. In fact, that is the point—to
prompt Gmail users to think more about their emails and the platform itself.
2. Uber
Supply Side: As mentioned in Section I.B, Uber designs its choice architecture in
surprising ways. It gamifies driver’s experiences on the app and modifies the screens drivers see
according to the company’s preferences. For example, Uber can make it appear that certain
zones are “hotspots,” which leads drivers to believe that by going there, they will receive more
ride requests and thus more income.150 Drivers, however, are often disappointed to find no riders
at the ready when they arrive at these locations. Apparently, the drivers’ presence only helps
Uber reduce wait times for riders, which improves the rider’s experience at the expense of the
drivers.151
Uber looks at their mediation techniques as a benefit to drivers. The company claims “it
feels like a game, not work.” However, not all of these techniques are beneficial both in terms of
income and safety. What if, for example, an Uber driver gets fatigued because they are
committed to Uber’s games? 152 Despite this, Uber spokesperson Michael Amodeo states that we
“incentivize [drivers] to drive more . . . . But any driver can stop work literally at the tap of a
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button—the decision whether or not to drive is 100 percent theirs.”153 While that is true in a
literal sense, it ignores the powerful behavioral science underlying a gamification nudge, which
elicits a System 1 response. This type of mediation takes advantage of a platform created reward
system that fosters a feeling of loss to the driver by not completing the game.
Demand Side: Uber collects incredible amounts of data on its users both on and off the
platform. Not only can Uber easily identify your location and assess your reputation, it has
additional information about everything from your phone battery levels and hardware models to
your mobile network information. This “hidden” data can be used to predict how much you
would be willing to pay for a ride through its “surge pricing” feature.154 For example, if you are
a young woman, with a low phone battery, in an area with high crime levels, Uber can increase
the price it will charge you for a ride. Furthermore, Uber recently acquired a patent to detect
whether or not a passenger is drunk based on how they spell words, the movement of the phone,
and their location.155 This type of nudging for higher fares is obviously targeting the automatic
thinking system; it is attempting to trigger a decision based on fear for personal safety or
impaired judgment.
Greyball, as mentioned in Part I.C.2., also shows how Uber’s choice architecture can
influence regulators as demand side users. Similar to Google’s conduct with advertisers, Uber
created a type of choice architecture that was extremely difficult to avoid and that completely
altered user behavior—here by ensuring non-use of the company’s product by subterfuge. It is
worth nothing that Uber was aware of the influence of its mediation, even if regulators initially
were not. When The New York Times uncovered Uber’s activities, the company admitted to it;
the public, not to mention the Justice Department,156 was outraged. And the city of London did
not renew Uber’s license to operate, in part because of the company’s practices. 157
3. Airbnb
Supply side. Airbnb is a master at experimenting on users to increase desired behavior
and facilitate more transactions. 158 For example, it consistently tests the way it presents
information to hosts to determine business strategies. “Are they likely to lower their prices, if
they see that demand is low in their town? Does it encourage hosts to increase their availability
if they can see how much they could earn for doing so? How much money they are leaving on
the table?” Furthermore, similar to Uber’s gamification techniques, Airbnb creates various
arbitrary achievements such as “superhost status” to induce hosts to increase amenities, respond
quickly to guest requests, and obtain higher reviews—all nudges aimed at increasing System 1
153
154
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decision making.
Demand Side. Like Uber, Airbnb modifies its choice architecture to prevent regulators
from seeing the locations of rental properties. This makes it difficult for housing inspectors to
assess whether or not a host is properly licensed or in compliance with zoning and housing
requirements. 159 Such obfuscation deters regulators from holding supply side users accountable
for their unlawful actions. It also allows Airbnb to avoid lawsuits, because the platform appears
to be a mere facilitator, as opposed to taking a more active role in mediating transactions.
C. A Framework to Evaluate Manipulative Platform Nudging
The above examples confirm a number of things. One is the ubiquity of choice
architecture within platform conduct. Virtually every aspect of a user’s experience is mediated
through technology that influences choice. The other is that the behavioral tools platforms are
using appear to sit on a continuum, ranging from good nudges that benefit users to potentially
“evil” sludge. 160 But how does one evaluate the difference in a disciplined way to answer this
Article’s central question: whether platforms are manipulating their users?
The only way to do so is by considering the specific uses of choice architecture by
platform companies from a grounded normative standpoint. This assessment must consider the
“autonomy costs” platform nudges place on users, while balancing those costs against the
beneficial ends to users that such nudges may afford. 161 If it turns out that certain nudges are an
effective way to increase positive user experience and overall welfare, then they may be justified
even if they reduce user autonomy. This analysis results in a framework that allows stakeholders
concerned with platform manipulation (including platforms themselves) to evaluate and
eliminate ethically problematic conduct. It also forms the normative core of an ethical code
governing platforms.162
1. The Autonomy Costs of Platform Nudging
To begin, it is important to recognize the ground on which are treading. In many ways it
is new. While there have been a number of expositions in legal scholarship of consumer
manipulation,163 and even ones focused on companies’ use of behavioral science, 164 only a few
have focused their attention on “digital market manipulation.” 165 Of those, none have focused
159
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specifically on platform companies and their use of the choice architecture tool of nudging. Nor
does there appear to be any normative analysis of both the legality and ethicality of such
practices.
Yet at the same time, much has been written in the legal literature and elsewhere
regarding the ethics of nudging as it relates to shaping public policy. Because this is the deepest
literature most relevant to our topic,166 it is worth quickly surveying for some key points.
The first is that every scholar in the debate agrees that nudges have the potential to
negatively impact individual autonomy. This includes impacting autonomy so much as to render
a nudge unethical. 167 Indeed, any discussion of nudges quickly turns to concerns over their
potential to coerce behavior in a way that impermissibly reduces individual autonomy. 168 The
second is that autonomy is partly a function of transparency, and that non-transparency
negatively impacts autonomy. 169 Again, all agree that without meaningful monitoring of the
choice architect and the methods used to influence the “nudgee,” there is a high likelihood that
autonomy will be compromised.170 Bringing these two points together, the collective concerns
represent the potential “autonomy costs” of nudging. 171
Identifying that nudging may impose autonomy costs at a level that is normatively
impermissible is critical to evaluating platform manipulation. But in order to appreciate why
nudging may be too costly, it is necessary to define autonomy. Although described somewhat
differently by legal, business, and ethics scholars, autonomy is “generally understood to refer to
the capacity to be one’s own person, to live one’s own life according to reasons and motives that
one takes to be one’s own and not the product of manipulative or distorting external forces.”172
Put another way, autonomy allows actions that are guided by reasons an individual can
“underwrite,” i.e., reasons the individual can explain by reference to her own ideas, values, and
principles. 173 This results in autonomous decisions that are “arrived at through a process of
rational self-deliberation, so that the agent’s chosen outcome can be justified and explained by
166
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reference to reasons that the agent has identified and endorsed.” 174
It should be noted that those legal scholars considering behavioral manipulation appear to
adopt a similar set of principles. Although he would not agree to a firm definition of autonomy,
Ryan Calo, who has written most on digital market manipulation, sees problematic autonomy
costs as “measurable departures from the self-interested course that autonomous agents generally
follow.”175 He warns that the tools of behavioral science, as aided by technology, are being used
systematically to take advantage of consumer vulnerability—moments of irrational decision
making that limits each consumer’s “ability to pursue his or her own self-interest.” 176 Thus,
Calo’s concerns seem to be infused with the same notions of autonomy shared by others. 177
What type of nudges, then, negatively impact autonomous decision-making and pose the
biggest threat of manipulation? Based on the discussion above, the most problematic would be
those “intended to work deliberately . . . to by-pass the individual’s rational decision-making
processes in order to channel behaviour in the direction preferred by the choice architect.”178
Nudges that operate by exploiting an individual’s tendency to act unreflectively via System 1
thinking are likely inconsistent with demonstrating respect for individual autonomy. 179 The
reason is
[they] entail not letting . . . actions be guided by principles that [an
individual] can underwrite . . . [t]hey can be said to be irrational in so far as what
is driving [the individual’s] action does not constitute a reason for [their] action
(i.e. not a feature of the action that [they] endorse as a feature that makes the
action desirable).180
Such nudges are therefore “irrationality-exploiting” and impose high autonomy costs that
may constitute behavioral manipulation.181
Not all nudges exploit irrationality, however. In fact, many nudges are “autonomyrespecting” because they aim to correct cognitive defects and biases that promote more informed
decision-making. 182 For example, choice architecture that helps individuals comprehend the full
range of options available to them or slow down their reflective judgments may increase agency
by aiding one’s ability to underwrite choice. 183 These “deliberation tools” sit opposite
irrationality-exploiting nudges; rather than taking advantage of cognitive faults, they “appeal[] to
individual reason.”184 These are low autonomy cost nudges and are less problematic in terms of
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manipulation.185
As mentioned above, autonomy costs are also partly determined by the transparency of
the nudge. The greater transparency, the greater respect for autonomy. This follows from the
definition of autonomous decision-making; it would be difficult to argue that a nontransparent
nudge allows a “fully informed agent” to arrive at their decision “through a process of rational
self-deliberation.” 186 All nudges have some weaknesses in this regard. 187 While a lack of
transparency does not necessarily mean a nudge is manipulative, it does increase the potential
that it negatively impacts autonomy. 188 This concern would appear to be especially salient in the
context of companies attempting to nudge consumers or their employees. 189
Additionally, nudges are generally considered most effective when they are least
transparent to the person being nudged. Although some recent studies suggest otherwise, 190
alerting people to nudges may undermine their ability to influence behavior. 191 As Luc Bovens
puts it, nudges “work best in the dark.” 192 That is likely true as an empirical proposition, and it
also heightens the concern that nontransparent nudges increase autonomy costs and potential
manipulation.
2. The Beneficial Ends to Users that Nudges May Provide
A consideration of autonomy costs does not end the normative analysis concerning
platform manipulation. Even if platform nudges impinge on user autonomy, that does not
necessarily foreclose them as unethical uses of choice architecture. 193 To avoid what Sunstein
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calls the trap of abstraction, 194 each platform nudge must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis
and “in light of the broader context in which it is proposed.” 195 The reason is that a nudge’s
intended purpose helps assess the relationship between means and ends. In other words, the
ethicality of a specific nudge depends on the autonomy costs to users (the means employed)
weighed against the benefit it provides to those same users (the ends). 196
Unfortunately, the analysis here is hamstrung by a lack of specific data. While there are
numerous examples of nudges being used in the public sphere to increase organ donation,
savings rates, and literacy, 197 which would suggest a positive means-ends calculus, no real world
data exists demonstrating that platform users benefit from mediated nudges. 198 In fact, the
evidence would seem to be going the other way. 199 But generalizations only go so far. When
evaluating the ethicality of a company using a behavioral tool, one that has the potential to
manipulate, a “consequence sensitive evaluation” of the specific nudge is required.200
Accordingly, we turn to a few of the platform nudges highlighted above. 201
3. The Platform Manipulation Matrix
The following provides an integrated framework that platform company stakeholders—
users, regulators, the public, and platform companies themselves—can use when contemplating
employing specific behavioral nudges to mediate users.
The construct is a platform manipulation matrix, which provides a visual representation
of the autonomy costs and beneficial ends to users of platform nudges. The matrix is organized
so that autonomy costs are aligned low to high (AL to AH) on the horizontal axis, and beneficial
user ends are aligned low to high (EL to EH) on the vertical axis. As a nudge increases in
autonomy costs, either because it becomes less transparent or more directly harnesses cognitive
irrationalities, it moves from low to high (left to right) along the A axis. As that same nudge is
judged to have increasing benefits to the user, it moves from low to high (up) the E axis. This
places the nudge in one of four quadrants, with the upper left being the least manipulative, and
the lower right being the most manipulative. The matrix is depicted in Graph 1, below.
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By way of illustration, five nudges currently being used by platforms that were analyzed
earlier are represented in Graph 1. First is Google’s demand side nudge prompting users to
respond to certain emails (N1). This nudge is placed in the upper left quadrant because it is low
in autonomy costs and high in potential user benefits. This classic reminder-type nudge is highly
transparent and operates by checking inattentiveness or busyness (which causes nonreflective
thinking) through System 2—it is a deliberation prompt. Also, it appears to be highly beneficial
to users. While there is some benefit to Google too, most users would deem a reminder that can
easily be ignored as positive as judged by themselves.
Next is Uber’s supply side gamification nudges aimed at keeping drivers on the road
(N2). These nudges have much higher autonomy costs than Google’s reminder. For one, while
they are transparent in a sense because the drivers can see they are being rewarded in various
ways, there are many hidden aspects. This includes fake hotspots and meaningless awards for
longer shifts. Further, these nudges are designed to trigger System 1 responses; while not
entirely irrationality-exploiting, they are close. And the choice architecture would seem to
benefit demand side users and Uber more than drivers. For these reasons, such nudges are
relatively high in autonomy costs and low in beneficial user ends, placing them in the lower right
quadrant. Airbnb’s “super host” supply side nudge would likely fall nearby for similar reasons
(N3).
The most striking use of choice architecture is undoubtedly Uber’s Greyball program
(N4). The company created an entirely different platform interface for one type of demand side
users, law and code enforcement officers with the power to regulate the company. This goes
beyond a nudge and can be considered the worst kind of sludge. The nudge is nontransparent,
actively changes the perception of the user by subterfuge, and would never be considered in the
user’s interests as judged by themselves. This appears to be an autonomy cost outlier compared
to most nudges; therefore it is at the extreme bottom right of the manipulation matrix. Airbnb’s
mediation of its demand side regulators would likely be categorized similarly, although there
may be legitimate privacy interests for hosts furthered by the practice (N5).
Lastly is Uber’s demand side price discrimination based on user information such as
phone battery life, gender, location, or intoxication levels. While Uber has the capability to alter
prices based on these factors, and indeed can change the entire platform interface to reflect them,
because it is unclear whether the company has actually nudged a user to pay a higher fare in this
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manner, we will not fully evaluate the practice. However, if such a nudge was used, it would be
highly problematic from an autonomy cost perspective. Nudging to capitalize on fear or
incapacity for higher revenues is the definition of irrationality-exploiting sludge.202
III.

The Code of the Platform

Having surveyed the composition of platforms and evaluated various nudges that along
our manipulation matrix—some of which are clearly problematic—we now consider platform
regulation. As we will note briefly, existing legal and regulatory frameworks fail to offer much
protection to users. 203 Thus, we turn to ethics as a guide to individual and organizational
behavior. Intending to spur more robust debate from the variety of stakeholders impacted by
platforms, we introduce an ethical code intended to prompt reflection upon ways in which
platform technologies can continue to be deployed, but in a responsible and sustainable manner.
A. Limitations of Existing Law
Consistent with what we have shown throughout this Article, platforms mediate users in a
variety of ways, some of which are manipulative. The question then becomes: How do we
mitigate these potential harms to human agency? Current U.S. law speaks little to this because
of severe regulatory lags, which are often a result of ignorance of platforms’ manipulative
capabilities or lack of political will. 204 In addition, regulatory bodies such as the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) have yet to use their
existing mandates to mitigate the exploitation of behavioral science to harm consumers.
In order to manipulate users, a platform must first observe user behavior. In this regard,
platforms enjoy relatively free reign because the U.S. does not have a comprehensive privacy
regime to protect users from companies wishing to access their data. 205 Instead, most privacy
laws in the U.S. pertain only to specific types of data collection and govern its use in relatively
narrow contexts, such as consumer credit (the Fair Credit Reporting Act) or health data (Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act).206 Notably, this lax approach to privacy vis-à-vis
202
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consumers and private firms contrasts dramatically with European approaches. European
regulators, especially those in Germany, would cut off some of the data collection necessary for
manipulation at much earlier stages and in a broader array of situations. 207
Second, platforms must be able to assess which choice architecture design features can
best exploit users’ cognitive vulnerabilities and influence behavior. This type of experimentation
is also untouched by regulatory oversight except in extremely limited circumstances. For
example, if by chance an experiment on users flows through a federally funded research
institution, then human subjects regulations related to experimental design and consent would
come into play.208
Third, beyond data collection and experimentation, the presentation of information and a
platform’s overall choice architecture could possibly come under the purview of the FTC’s truth
in advertising rules.209 Or possibly Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which
prohibits unfair and deceptive trade practices. However, for both sets of laws, the FTC has yet to
assert its authority so broadly.210 In fact, the FTC really has only come close to punishing
platforms for observation and experimentation when platforms violate their own privacy policies.
For example, when the FTC learned that Uber was using a “god view” to track celebrities and
politicians, the commission stepped in to regulate under its Section 5 power. 211
Finally, as for manipulation of users itself, U.S. law says very little. Some prior
interpretations of the FTC and FCC rules regulating subliminal advertising, product placement,
and bait and switch advertising are tangentially, but not directly, related to digital
manipulation.212 Both agencies would have to take great strides to engage in any form of
modernization in terms of regulating a platform-based market.
Private causes of action could work under various tort law claims to curtail manipulative
conduct, but because users do not often know they are being manipulated, it is unlikely that this
remedy would be effective enough to deter platform companies’ behavior. And, even if users
were aware, it would be difficult for them to recover without paying large legal fees, as most
platforms require arbitration in their terms of service, thereby foreclosing the possibilities for
class actions. 213 In the end, there is no direct legal route for protecting users from manipulation.
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B. The Role for Ethics
Given the paucity of legal protections, those seeking to limit manipulative platform
conduct must find alternatives. We argue that an ethical code can serve this function. But it is
incumbent upon us to first prove the value of ethics as a means of constraining platform conduct.
Fortunately, the value proposition for adoption and integration of an ethical code by a platformbased company is demonstrated along three dimensions: extrinsic, intrinsic, and strategic. Each
has independent merit, but taken in the aggregate, the rationale for serious consideration of an
ethical code—particularly in the absence of clear legal or regulatory controls—is compelling.
Paying attention to ethics is “good” for business along a number of extrinsic and intrinsic
dimensions. 214 By extrinsic, we mean the bottom line, i.e., financial considerations, and by
intrinsic, we mean less precisely measurable impacts such as corporate culture and employee
well-being. Both extrinsic and intrinsic foci, the research reveals, are linked. Margolis and
Walsh examined 80 different studies compiled over the last 30 years of the twentieth century,
finding that financial performance was positively correlated with “corporate social performance”
(i.e., corporate ethical behavior) in a majority of the studies. 215 Summarizing their research for a
report to the Business Roundtable Institute for Corporate Ethics, the researchers argued that
“paying attention to ethics issues and initiatives does not destroy financial value and does not
distract managers from creating value for the company’s stakeholders.” 216
Recent research conducted by the Ethics & Compliance Initiative (ECI) has also
identified a multitude of benefits flowing to businesses that take ethics seriously. 217 Specifically,
ECI found that those companies with an ethics and compliance culture, including an integrated
commitment to stated ethical values and a prioritization of organizational integrity, reported that
their employees were far less likely to partake in wrongdoing or fail to report it.218 Not
surprisingly, employees who rate their organization and its leadership as committed to ethics
report higher rates of satisfaction and commitment, which results in less turnover and greater
productivity.219 Higher rates of creativity and innovation are also found in organizations where
trust levels result in perceptions of more openness and concern for employee wellbeing. 220
While we acknowledge that examples can surely be found where unethical organizations have
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prospered, an overwhelming body of evidence demonstrates that fostering an ethical climate
yields successful returns along a number of organizational dimensions. 221
In terms of corporate strategy vis-à-vis creating and maintaining trust with customers,
which of course is also related to the financial gains discussed above, the value to be gained by
taking ethical considerations seriously is equally robust. In terms of capturing and maintaining
market share, preserving the trust of customers is critical. Customer trust can be fragile, and it
does not take long for breaches in product safety or deficient services to erode customer
confidence and willingness to continue the business relationship. 222 As business ethicist Tim
Fort describes it “trust in business” is about
aligning rewards and incentives, [] garnering the confidence of
stakeholders because you keep your word, tell the truth, and produce high-quality
goods and services [;] putting your money where your mouth is, so that when a
crunch time comes, you deliver on ethics rather than weaseling out of
commitments [;] making sure that in conducting business, one doesn’t trample on
the interests of stakeholders who, at the moment of the action, can’t protect
themselves that well and who trust a company not to do so.223
In other words, trust in business is about ethics, and as documented earlier in this Article,
various platform-based practices and strategies warrant serious ethical analysis. Platforms’ use
of sophisticated nudging techniques that raise concerns about manipulation due to their high
autonomy costs and low user benefits are problematic to the extent they threaten users’
willingness or ability to trust the platform.224
Of course, ethics can be a squishy terrain upon which to operate one’s business. Values
are not uniform across an industry, and depending on the intensity of one’s competitive
landscape, cutting corners in ways that do not bolster the trust of one’s customers or recalibrating
the corporation’s moral compass to justify a reevaluation of previously-held ethical positions
may be a temptation too great to avoid. As the last forty years of research on human behavior
has demonstrated, ethical fading 225 and moral disengagement 226 are frequent phenomena among
221
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both individuals and organizations.
Given these realities of human nature and organizational behavior, the boundaries of
what is ultimately sanctioned as tolerable platform conduct will eventually be subject to legal
restrictions and regulatory oversight. It is only a matter of time before state and federal
lawmakers catch up to the conduct of platform companies. Thus, the final value-add provided by
a robust embrace of an ethical code among those operating in the platform economy is a
pragmatic one: holding regulators at bay for as long as possible and setting the tone for eventual
regulation by preemptive self-policing. 227 Following the lead of healthcare and financial
services industries, platform companies would be especially well-served to self-regulate pursuant
to an agreed-upon ethical code for not only all of the intrinsic and extrinsic reasons set forth
above, but also as a pragmatic effort to establish the location and extent of regulatory restrictions
surely on the horizon.
C. A Model Code of the Platform
In light of the above, we advocate for the adoption by all platform company stakeholders
of an ethical code that will clearly, but broadly, demarcate the boundaries of acceptable platform
behavior. 228 We support that position by demonstrating the value of ethical codes of conduct and
related best practices, and by the strength of our model ethical code itself.
1. The Value of Ethical Codes of Conduct and Related Best Practices
Written codes of ethical conduct have been a staple of industries and business
organizations since the mid-twentieth century.229 By the 1980s, adoption of ethics codes had
become widespread across industries in the wake of multiple international and domestic business
scandals, and as a means for corporate leaders to reassure stakeholders of companies’
commitment to ethical practices.230 As noted above, these codes have always been multipronged in their aim, intended to both improve organizational climate and financial
performance, 231 while also guiding action (or mitigate potential penalties) where legal and
regulatory systems have for some reason proven ineffective or inadequate. 232 The 1991
Organizational Sentencing Guidelines further incentivized creation of ethics codes as a “legal
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self-defense mechanism,” and as a proxy for an organization’s commitment to a comprehensive
organizational focus on doing the right thing.233
As a general rule, those ethical codes of conduct that work best are structured at a high
level and motivate compliance via inspiration rather than compulsion. 234 In short, the best
ethical codes “focus attention on important ethical standards, outline expectations, and help
people act more appropriately.” 235 In the draft ethical code we sketch below, our foci have been
informed by much of the best practice guidance offered by communication ethicists Richard
Johannesen, Kathleen Valde, and Karen Whedbee: provide guidance for the larger industry;
outline the moral principles undergirding the code; encourage buy-in and stimulate further
discussion and modification; distinguish between ideals and minimum conditions; protect the
larger community; emphasize issues relevant to individual stakeholder groups.236
2. A Model Code of the Platform
With the above in mind, we reviewed hundreds of ethical codes housed in the Illinois
Institute of Technology’s Ethics Codes Collection, the largest available database of ethics codes
and guidelines. 237 The IIT collection contains approximately 2,500 individual codes from 1,500
separate organizations. 238 During our review, we paid special attention to codes addressing
behavioral science and technology.
The model code we propose relies heavily on two primary sources, and tangentially on a
host of secondary ones. The first primary source is Richard Thaler’s pronouncements for what
makes a “good” nudge.239 Thaler suggested three principles that should guide the use of nudges
by government and private actors: all nudging should be transparent and never misleading;
nudges should be as easy as possible to opt out of; and there should be good reason to believe
that the behavior being encouraged will improve the nudgee’s welfare. 240 Although these
principles are simple, they reflect the ethical concerns outlined earlier; that non-transparent
nudges can impose impermissible autonomy costs on individuals, particularly when the benefits
to the individuals are minimal.241 Thaler’s overarching goal in advancing these principles is to
reduce manipulative uses of behavioral science—the “sludge” mucking up decision making—
thereby “mak[ing] the world a better place.”242
The second primary source is the Association for Computing Machinery’s “Code of
Ethics and Professional Conduct.” 243 Although the ACM’s code is more formally constructed
233
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than Thaler’s, it has a similar overarching goal to “consistently support[] the public good.”244
The ACM code is organized around seven general moral imperatives—ranging from contribute
to society to avoid harm—and nine specific professional responsibilities. 245 This structure is
intended to inspire the ethical conduct of computing professionals, as well as provide guidance
for specific action, all based on the fundamental notion “that the public good is always the
primary consideration.” 246 Unlike Thaler’s principles, the ACM code was a long-term
collaborative effort. Over 3,000 computing professionals commented on various working drafts
of the code to arrive at its current form, which was voted on by association members. 247
Our code, set forth below, attempts to meld these two approaches in both substance and
structure. It offers the best opportunity to motivate platform companies to avoid user
manipulation through inspiration rather than compulsion, while also outlining clear standards for
stakeholders to evaluate. 248 Accordingly, the code is drafted as a series of high-level,
memorably-written principles, with a detailed explanatory statement, all targeted toward
platform companies and users. While the code admittedly does not have the benefit of years of
review or thousands of industry commenters, it serves as a meaningful starting point for future
discussion. 249
THE CODE OF THE PLATFORM
Tenant 1—All choice architecture should be fully transparent to users.
“Don’t nudge in the dark.”
Transparency is a central component of autonomy, the capacity to be one’s own person,
to live one’s own life according to reasons and motives that one takes to be one’s own and not
the product of manipulation. A platform user cannot make an autonomous decision if they are
unaware of the choice architecture being used to influence their decisions and behavior.
Platforms should disclose when they are using tools of behavioral science, including nudges, to
influence users and any intended behaviors. Well-designed choice architecture is not dependent
on subterfuge, and users will reward platforms that openly nudge in ways that benefit users by
improving their long-term welfare. Non-transparent nudges are more likely to be manipulative.
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IBM and Microsoft, GUARDIAN (Sep 28, 2016), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/sep/28/googlefacebook-amazon-ibm-microsoft-partnership-on-ai-tech-firms.
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Tenant 2—All choice architecture should be easy to overcome by users.
“Don’t make nudges hard to avoid.”
The ethical use of choice architecture requires that users be able to make their own
choices on the platform easily and freely. Platform activities that act to ban, mandate, subsidies,
tax, fine, or harshly penalize choice fail in this regard because users may not “go their own way”
independent of the platform’s influence. Platform choice architects should limit their behavioral
interventions to reminders, warnings, prompts, anchors, frames, and default rules, which are
easier for users to ignore and therefore less impactful to autonomy. To be non-manipulative,
platform nudges must always preserve users’ freedom of choice.
Tenant 3—Irrationality-exploiting nudges should only be used if deliberative nudges
are unavailable.
“Don’t nudge for irrationality.”
On the matrix of manipulative choice architecture, nudges that exploit the automatic
thinking system are more problematic than those triggering the deliberative thinking system.
Such irrationality-exploiting nudges are inherently more costly to user autonomy because they
operate by targeting subconscious biases and heuristics, which are difficult to control and lessen
the decision-maker’s feelings of agency and volition. Platforms should be aware of the thinking
system their choice architecture is employing and limit the use of irrationality-exploiting nudges
to situations in which deliberative nudges are unavailable or ineffective, and when welfareenhancing benefits to the user are high. This tenant recognizes that some nudges may benefit
users even though their automatic conative processes have been exploited, but platforms should
engage such choice architecture with extreme care.
Tenant 4—Choice architecture should not be used to create or perpetuate market
failures.
“Don’t use nudges to harm the market you’ve created.”
Platform companies benefit greatly from the multi-sided markets they create and foster.
The use of behavioral science and choice architecture is a key component in growing those
markets, which now encompass billions of users. Platforms must recognize their unique role in
our social and economic landscape, and the influence they possess. Platforms should use this
role, and the economic power it provides, not only for their benefit, but for the benefit of all
stakeholders. Platforms should not use choice architecture, including nudges, to create or
perpetuate failures in the markets from which they benefit so greatly. This includes nudging
behavior that fosters information asymmetries between platform and user, opposition to
regulation aimed at correcting market imperfections, and negative externalities (including those
related to the costs of exploiting user autonomy).
Tenant 5—All choice architecture should be employed to benefit users as judged by
themselves.
“Don’t create sludge.”
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Behavioral science in the abstract is neither good nor bad, divine nor evil. Application
determines ethicality. Thus, every platform nudge has the capacity to make the world better by
improving user welfare or hinder autonomous decision making through manipulative sludge.
Sludge, which is any choice architecture that discourages a user from acting in their best interests
as judged by themselves or encourages self-defeating behavior, should be avoided by platforms.
When sludge is identified, it should be eliminated. Sludge that is purposefully used to
manipulate user behavior should subject the offending platform company to intervention by an
appropriate regulator and censure commensurate with the harm caused.
Conclusion
It has been said that we are in a behavioral science revolution, as advancements in the
understanding of human decision making are changing the way we interact with government,
business, and each other. 250 It has also been said that we are in the midst of a new technological
revolution, one in which a digital platform economy is emerging. 251 If both are true, platform
companies have positioned themselves perfectly at the intersection of a new age. These
companies, and the products they create, have become indispensible to billions of users. While
much of platforms’ success stems from their ability to lower transaction costs to facilitate valuecreating exchange, platforms also benefit from powerful network effects that are a result of a
heavily mediated userbase. Many see this as a triumph of multi-sided markets; others see
platforms as manipulating the very users that allowed them to become so dominant.
This Article set out to evaluate these competing notions of platform conduct through a
legal and ethical lens. To do so in a principled way, we first provided a more complete
descriptive account of how platform companies operate than is currently available in the legal
and business literature. We took an in-depth look into the choice architecture that platforms
employ to structure almost every decision users make on the platform. Next, we assessed and
charted on a manipulation matrix the nudges that platforms employ to influence their users,
finding that much platform conduct is indeed manipulative because it exacts impermissible
autonomy costs on users. This led us to review applicable law and regulation; recognizing the
deficiencies here, we offered a path forward by introducing an ethical code for platform-based
companies. This code serves as a starting point for all stakeholders interested in minimizing
platform manipulation. Our hope that as we progress in these new ages of technological and
behavioral progress, The Code of the Platform will influence users, regulators, the public, and
platform companies themselves in a positive way.
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